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ABSTRACT

Process Instrumentation is comprised of those devices (and their
interconnection into systems) which measure and process signals for
temperature, pressure, fluid flow, and fluid levels. Process instrumentation
specifically excludes nuclear and radiation measurements.

Process Instrumentation includes equipment which performs functions such as:
process measurement, signal conditioning, dynamic compensation, calculations,
setpoint comparison, alarm actuation, indication and recording, which are all
necessary for day-to-day operation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System as well
as for monitoring the plant and providing initiation of protective functions
upon approach to unsafe plant conditions. The Westinghouse Eagle-21
microprocessor based process protection upgrade system is applicable for those
instrument systems which are "safety-related" as defined by IEEE Std. 279-1971,
"Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations". The
Eagle-21 portion of process instrumentation includes all necessary devices with
the exception of transmitters, indicators, and recorders.

The Westinghouse Eagle-21 microprocessor-based process protection system is a
functional replacement for existing analog process protection equipment used to
monitor process parameters at nuclear generating stations and initiate
actuation of the reactor trip and engineering safeguards systems.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The majority of nuclear power generation stations presently employ analog
process protection equipment. This equipment was designed in the 1960's and
early 1970's. As illustrated in Figure 1-1, the analog protection system
receives inputs from sensors, provides information to the operator, performs
calculations on these values, and compares the results to allowable limits. If
the limits are exceeded, a partial reactor trip is generated. External logic
performs a voting algorithm on the partial trips from the four redundant
protection sets, and conditionally generates a reactor trip. A similar path
exists for the generation of engineered safeguard system actuations. These
actuations mitigate the effects of an undesired event. The process protection
system also provides isolated signals for use by non-safety systems such as the
control system, the plant computer, and portions of the control board.

Westinghouse Process Protection Systems include three generations of analog
electronics: Foxboro H-Line, Westinghouse 7100 Series, and Westinghouse 7300
Series Equipment.

The first generation of analog process protection equipment was Foxboro H-Line
which is described in WCAP 7671 "Topical Report - Process Instrumentation for
Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply Systems." This equipment was manufactured
for use during the 1965 - 1972 time frame. Twenty-five nuclear generating
stations utilize this equipment.

The second generation of analog process protection equipment was the
Westinghouse 7100 Series, also described in WCAP 7671. This equipment was
manufactured for use during the 1970 - 1973 time frame. Thirteen nuclear
generating stations utilize this equipment.

The third generation of analog process protection equipment was the
Westinghouse 7300 Series, described in WCAP 7913 "Process Instrumentation for
Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (4 Loop Plants Using WCID 7300 Series
Process Instrumentation). This equipment was manufactured for use during the
1973 - 1983 time frame. Forty-four nuclear generating stations utilize this
equipment.
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As a result of technological advances, the earlier analog process protection

systems are rapidly approaching the point of obsolescence. Additionally,

utility personnel have identified the following difficulties with the analog

systems:

A. Time consuming calibration and surveillance test procedures.

B. Extensive maintenance time for troubleshooting and repair.

C. Difficulty in maintaining equipment qualification.

D. Difficulty in maintaining adequate spare parts inventory.

E. Lack of expansion space to install hardware for functional upgrades and

plant improvements.

The Westinghouse Eagle-21 Process Protection System is a modular microprocessor

based upgrade system for replacing the existing analog process protection

equipment. Features of the Eagle-21 equipment include the following:

A. Automatic surveillance testing to significantly reduce the time

required to perform surveillance tests.

B. Self calibration to eliminate rack drift and time consuming calibration

procedures.

C. Self diagnostics to reduce the time required for troubleshooting.

D. Significant expansion capability to allow for rack consolidation and

easily accommodate functional upgrades and plant improvements.

E. Modular design to allow for a phased installation into existing process

racks and use of existing field terminations.
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2.0 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND FEATURES

2.1 Form-Fit-Function Concept

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System, as shown in Figure 2-1, is a digital
form, fit, and functional replacement for the existing analog equipment. All
system inputs (from plant sensors) and system outputs (reactor trip logic,
engineered safety features logic, indication and control) are preserved. Thus,
the installation of Eagle-21 process equipment has no affect on the existing
external interfaces.

2.1.1 Typical Analog Process Channel

A typical analog process protection instrument channel is shown in Figure 2-2.
A field sensor is connected to cabinet mounted terminal blocks. The process
electronics power the field sensor and perform signal conditioning,
calculation, trip logic, and isolation operations on the input signal. Each
element of the process is an individual electronic module or printed circuit
board assembly. Typical functions performed by these modules are as follows:
loop power supply, summation, lead/lag, multiplication, comparator, square
root, amplification, signal conversion, and isolation.

2.1.2 Typical Eagle-21 Process Channel

In a typical Eagle-21 Process Protection Instrument Channel, field sensors are
connected to cabinet mounted terminal blocks. The process electronics power
the sensors and perform signal conditioning, calculation, and isolation
operations on the input signals. However, each element of the process is not
an individual electronic module or printed circuit board assembly. A multiple
channel Analog Input module is used to power the field sensor(s) and perform
signal conditioning. All calculations for the process channel functions are
performed by a centralized Loop Calculation Processor (LCP). Typical functions
performed by the Loop Calculation Processor are as follows: summation,
lead/lag, multiplication, comparator, averaging, and square root conversion.
Trip logic is provided through multiple channel Partial Trip Output modules.
Multiple channel isolated analog outputs are provided by Analog Output
modules. In addition, all Eagle-21 process protection channels are configured
to perform automatic surveillance testing via a centralized Test Sequence
?Processor (TSP).
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Typical protection channels which may be processed with the Eagle-21 Process

Protection System are as follows:

A. Average Temperature and Delta Temperature

B. Pressurizer Pressure

C. Pressurizer Water Level

D. Steam Flow and Feedwater Flow

E. Reactor Coolant Flow

F. Turbine Impulse Chamber Pressure

G. Steam Pressure

H. Containment Pressure

I. Reactor Coolant Wide Range Temperatures

J. Reactor Coolant Wide Range Pressure

K. Boric Acid Tank Level

L. Pressurizer Liquid and Vapor Temperatures

M.. Steam Generator Narrow Range and Wide Range Water Level

N. RHR Pump Discharge Temperature

0. Refueling Water Storage Tank Level

P. Containment Sump Level

Q. Containment Spray Pump Header Flow

R. Condensate Storage Tank Level

2.2 Installation

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System is a modular electronics upgrade package

for the existing analog plant process protection equipment. The Eagle-21

equipment has been designed to fit into existing process racks and to interface

with other plant systems in a manner identical to the existing analog

equipment. The standard design maintains the existing field terminals to avoid

new cable pulls or splices within the rack. The Eagle-21 equipment design also,

allows for rack consolidation of process protection channels resulting in a

reduction of the total number of racks required for a protection system

upgrade. The components for each rack are built into subassemblies which can

be easily installed into the existing racks. All internal rack cabling-is

pre-fabricated. The subassemblies are tested in a factory mock-up to verify

proper fit and operation. Detailed installation procedures and drawings are

provided with each system.
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An example of Eagle-21 hardware being i nstalled into an existing process rack
is depicted in Figure 2-3.

2.3 System Design Features

2.3.1 Single Failure Criterion

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System is designed to-provide three or four
instrumentation channels and outputs to two trip logic trains for each
protective function. These redundant channels and trains are electrically
isolated and physically separated. Thus, any single failure within a channel
or train will not prevent a required protective system action.

2.3.2 Instrument Power Source

Electrical power for the Eagle-21 Process Protection System instrumentation is
obtained from four separate instrument busses that are equal to each other in
reliability and quality of the power available. The arrangement of the four
busses with respect to the ultimate power source is covered in detail in the
ESAR for each plant. The use and availability of the four busses is important
to the plant instrumentation in the following ways:

A. Each of the four protection sets is assigned to one of the instrument
busses and no other.

B. Instrument channels are arranged so that loss of any one bus will not
force a trip of the reactor. However, all reactor trip comparators and
most of the safeguards comparators will trip in that protection set.
(e.g. all 2 out of 3 reactor trip logic will revert immediately to a
condition of 1 out of 2 logic.)

C. Loss of any one bus will not put the plant in an unprotected condition.

0. Coincident loss of any two busses will trip the reactor immediately as
a result of the preferred failure mode of the comparators and initiate
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most safeguards action associated with those protection sets (e.g. two

of the logic inputs for each associated 2 out of 3 or 2 out of 4 logic

will immediately exist as trip signals).

2.3.3 Channel Integrity

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System has been designed to operate and

maintain necessary functional capability under extremes of conditions relating

to environment, energy supply, malfunctions and accidents. The environmental

and energy supply extremes throughout which the system will perform are

detailed in Sections 4.0 and 5.0.

2.3.4 Channel Independence

Within the Eagle-21 Process Protection System, there are four separate and

independent rack sets. Channels which provide signals for the same protective

functions are each located in different rack sets ensuring that they will be

independent and physically separated. Since all equipment within any rack is

associated with a single Protection Channel Set, there is no requirement for

separation of wiring and components within the rack.

2.3.5 Control and Protection System Interaction

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System functions completely independent from

the control systems. Its' operation in protecting the plant from unsafe

conditions is not affected by any fault or malfunction in the control systems.

The transmission of signals from the Eagle-21 Process Protection System to the

control systems is through isolation devices that are classified as part of the

protection system. No credible fault at the output of an isolation device can

prevent the associated Eagle-21 Protection System channel from meeting the

minimum performance requirements specified in the design bases. Fault testing

of the isolation devices is described in more detail in Section 5.0 of this

document.

The same type of electrical isolation is also used to separate from the
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Eagle-21 Protection System, those signals (such as RCS average temperature),
which are required and used to control actual plant variables. For this use,
however, consideration must be given to possible protection channel failures
that can both prevent a particular trip signal from that channel and cause the
control system to drive the plant toward the unsafe condition for which the
particular trip signal is needed. In each case where this is possible, either
four protection channels have been provided and 2 out of 4 logic is used to
ensure the plant remains fully protected even when degraded by a second random
failure, a control system median signal selector is used to prevent control
system reaction to the initiating protection system failure or a diverse means
for providing a reactor trip is available.

2.3.6 Surveillance Testing

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System accomodates automatic or manual
surveillance testing of the digital process protection racks via a portable or
rack installed Man Machine Interface (MMI) test unit. The MMI test unit is
connected to the process rack by inserting a cable/connector assembly into the
process rack test panel. Using the MMI, the "Surveillance Test" option is then
selected. Following instructions entered through the MMI, the rack installed
test processor and the user interactively perform the following operations:

1. Selection of the individual process channel to be tested.

2. Selection of Automatic or Manual test mode.

3. Placement of the individual channel trip outputs in either "Channel
Trip" or "Bypass" (password protected) mode.

A. Bypass Mode: disables the individual channel comparator trip
circuitry which forces the associated logic input relays to remain
in the non-tripped state until the "bypass" is removed.

B. Channel Trip Mode: interrupts the individual channel comparator
outputs to the logic circuitry to de-energize the associated logic

input relay(s).,
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4. Calibration of the test reference signals and verification of the

tester time base.

5. Determination of subtests to be performed.

6. Activation of the test injection signal.

7. Performance of Analog to Digital (A/D) converter accuracy test.

8. Calculate minimum and maximum deviation from comparator setpoint(s).

9. Perform partial trip actuation test.

10. Perform channel time response test.

11. Perform loop cycle time deviation tests.

12. Completion of test cycle and automatically remove "Channel Trips"

or "Bypass".

13. Verify calibration of the test injection signals.

14. Display test results on the MMI screen.

Interruption of the comparator output to the logic circuitry for any reason

(test, maintenance purposes, or removed from service) causes that portion of

the logic to be actuated and accompanied by a channel trip alarm and channel

status light in the control room. Status lights on the process rack test panel

indicate when the associated comparators have tripped. Each channel is fully

testable via the MMI test unit.

2.3.7 Calibration

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System provides for continuous on-line

self-calibration of analog input signals. The Digital Filter Processor (DFP)

addresses high and low reference signals via a multiplexer circuit on each
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analog input channel. The Loop Calculation Processor (LCP) then compares the
output of the DFP Analog to Digital (A/D) Converters to stored high and low
reference values to determine if any errors have been introduced by analog
signal processing and A/D conversion. If necessary, the LCP automatically
compensates gain and offset coefficients to eliminate any errors that have been

introduced.

2.3.8 Channel Bypass

The Eagle-21 Process Protection equipment is designed to permit any one channel
to be maintained in a bypassed condition, and when required, tested during
power operation without initiating a protective action at the systems level.
This accomplished without lifting electrical leads or installing temporary

jumpers.

If an Eagle-21 protection channel has been bypassed for any purpose, a signal
is provided to allow this condition to be continuously indicated in the control

room.

The Eagle-21 design has provided for administrative controls and multiple
levels of security for bypassing a protection channel. To place a protection
channel in bypass, an individual must have access to the following:

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed channel bypass capability.

Additionally, it is not possible to disconnect the MMI test cart from an
Eagle-21 protection rack and leave a channel in "bypass" (see Section 3.2.5).
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The channel bypass feature of the the Eagle-21 system may be used for the

following purposes:

1. To allow for an Inoperable Reactor Trip (RT) or Engineered Safety

Feature (ESF) Channel to be maintained in an untripped condition for

the purpose of troubleshooting

2. To allow for a failed RT or ESF Channel to be Bypassed for the purpose

of testing a redundant channel of the same function.

3. To routinely Bypass a RT or ESF Channel for the purpose of testing.

2.3.9 Access to Setpoint Adjustments

The Eagle-21 design has provided for administrative controls and multiple

levels of security for access to setpoint and tuning constant adjustments. In

order to adjust a setpoint or tuning constant in the Eagle-21 system, an

individual must have access to the following:
- a,c-

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed access to setpoint adjustments.

2.3.10 Diagnostics

The Eagle-21.Process Protection equipment provides specific diagnostic

information to the user via control board alarms and annunciators, numerous

test panel and printed circuit card status LEDs, as well as information

available through the Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) test unit. These design

features allow for easy recognition, location, replacement, and repair or
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adjustment of malfunctioning components or modules.

2.3.11 Failure Modes

The Eagle-21 system has been designed to provide for predetermined failure

modes for loss-of-power and diagnostic situations.

Upon loss-of-power, Reactor Trip (RT) and Engineered Safety Features (ESF)

actuation comparators will revert to a preferred failure mode as specified by
the plant specific protection system functional requirements. All analog

outputs to indicators, recorders, control systems, plant computer, etc. will

fail off-scale low.

Diagnostic detections are classified into two major groups, Fatal and

Non-Fatal.

Fatal diagnostic detections result in the setting of all RT/ESF comparators to

the preferred failure mode specified by the plant specific protection system

functional requirements. All analog outputs to indicators, recorders, control

systems, plant computer, etc. are designed to fail-as-is upon detection of a
fatal diagnostic in order to prevent perturbation of plant control systems.

Each Eagle-21 protection system rack provides a contact for a "Channel Set
Failure" alarm and annunciator (I per protection set) to alert the operator

that a diagnostic detection has occurred.

Non-Fatal diagnostic detections do not result in deliberate action to the

RT/ESF comparators or the analog outputs. However, a contact is actuated for a
"Trouble" status light and/or "Channel Set Failure" alarm and annunciator to

provide for operator detectability.
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3.0 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Eagle-21 Architecture

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System replaces existing analog process

protection equipment with multiple microprocessor based subsystems. Typically

for each Eagle-21 protection system, three subsystems are used: a Loop

Processor Subsystem, a Tester Subsystem, and an Input/Output Subsystem (see

Figure 3-1). An overall view of the Eagle-21 architecture is shown on Figure

3-5.

3.1.1 Input/Output (I/O) Subsystem

The input portion of the I/O subsystem (see Figure 3-2) consists of customized

Analog Input and Contact Input signal conditioning modules specially designed

for use in Process Protection Systems of nuclear generating stations. These

modules satisfy all of the unique signal conditioning, signal conversion,

isolation, buffering, termination and testability requirements.

The signal conditioning modules are configurable to accept various process

inputs including: 10-50 mA current loop (active or passive), 4-20 mA current

loop (active or passive), 0-10 vdc, RTD's and field contacts. Both the Analog

Input and Contact Input Modules provide signals to the Loop Processor

Subsystem. These modules also interface with the Tester Subsystem for test and

diagnostic purposes.

The output portion of the I/O subsystem consists of Analog Output, Contact

Output and Partial Trip Output modules. These modules receive data from the

Loop Processor Subsystem and construct analog, contact, and trip logic output

signals. Class 1E isolation is provided for all analog and contact output

signals.

To minimize the total installation effort for the Eagle-21 equipment, the

existing input/output interfaces are fully emulated. In plants with more

advanced control or display equipment, Class 1E isolated data links may be

extended directly to those systems, thereby eliminating the analog hardware at

both ends.
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3.1.2 Loop Processor Subsystem

The Loop Processor Subsystem is that portion of the Eagle-21 system which
computes all of the algorithms and comparisons for the protective functions. A
Loop Processor Subsystem (see Figure 3-3) consists of a Digital Filter
Processor (DFP), Loop Calculation Processor (LCP), Communication Controller,
Digital I/O Module, and a Digital to Analog (D/A) converter.

The Digital Filter Processor receives analog signals from Analog Input Modules
and performs both Analog to Digital (A/D) conversions and anti-aliasing
filtering operations on the input signals. The outputs of the Digital Filter
Processor are then passed on the Loop Calculation Processor.

The Loop Calculation Processor performs calculations for. protection channel
functions, data comparison to setpoint values, and initiation of trip signals
based on the data received from the Digital Filter Processor.

The Communication Controller collects information from the Loop Calculation
Processor and transmits it to the Tester Subsystem.

The Digital I/O module is utilized to process contact inputs, contact outputs,
and trip logic output signals.

The D/A converter module is utilized to convert digital values from the Loop
Calculation Processor into analog values which are sent to analog output
modules for further processing.

3.1.3 Tester Subsystem

The Tester Subsystem is the focal point of human interaction with the
protection system. Together with the Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) test unit it
provides the interface which allows test personnel to adjust setpoints and
tuning constants, and to perform automatic or manual surveillance tests on the
protection system. A Tester Subsystem (see Figure 3-4) consists of a Test
Sequence Processor (TSP), Communication Controller, Digital to Analog (D/A)
Converter Module, and a Digital I/O Module.
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The Test Sequencer Processor (TSP) reads information from the Communication

Controller, Digital I/O Module, and the MMI test unit. This information allows

the TSP to monitor the overall status of the Eagle-21 protection rack, perform

self diagnostics, and initiate surveillance testing. The TSP provides

information to the Communication Controller, Digital I/O Module, D/A Converter,

and MMI test unit. This information provides for status indication and

creation of the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) bus. This bus is

distributed through the signal conditioning modules and allows the Tester

Subsystem to control and test each module.

The Communication Controller receives information from the Loop Processor

Subsystem Communication Controller. This information is then read by the TSP

which allows it to monitor the status of the LCP. The Tester Subsystem

Communication Controller also provides a serial link to the Test Panel, which

allows for information display and printing when connected to the MMI test

unit.

The D/A Converter Module receives digital information from the TSP and converts

it into high resolution analog signals that are used for test injection via the

Signal Injection and Response (SIR) bus.

The Digital I/O module receives information from the TSP and provides signals

to a Contact Output Module that provides contacts for field devices.

3.1.3.1 Man-Machine-Interface (MMI)

The Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) test unit is connected to the protection system

by inserting a cable/connector assembly into the process rack test panel. The

MMI permits the user to perform the following functions:

[ ]a,c
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a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed Man-Machine-Interface design.

3.2 Eagle-21 Hardware Description

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System is comprised of a number of hardware
modules and sub-assemblies which are described in this section.

3.2.1 Analog Input Module

The analog input module provides the interface between process transmitters,
RTD's and the Eagle-21 computer hardware. Each analog input module provides
the capability to interface with a maximum of four inputs. Analog input
modules are capable of interfacing with both 4-20 mA and 10-50 mA current
loops, 0 to 10 VDC signals, and four-wire RTD inputs.

The 4-20 mA and 10-50 mA current loops are arranged as two-wire current loops
with the transmitter power supplied from the analog input module. Separate
current loop power supplies and separate signal conditioning circuitry are
provided for each transmitter.

The 0-10 vdc inputs are arranged as two-wire double-ended input signals.
Separate signal conditioning circuitry is provided for each input signal.
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The RTD inputs are arranged to accept a four-wire input configuration. The RTD

excitation current source is supplied from the analog input module. Separate

current sources and separate signal conditioning circuits are provided for each

RTD input.

Included on the analog input module are provisions for automatic testing and

automatic calibration. The automatic testing is accomplished via the Tester

Subsystem. The analog input module communicates serially with the Test

Sequence Processor (TSP) over the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) Bus.

Test commands are transmitted to the input module which allows a selected

analog input channel to switch from the field sensor to one of the-multiple

analog reference signals controlled by the TSP and carried by the SIR Bus.

During surveillance test, the test injection signal is varied with respect to

amplitude and frequency to verify proper channel operation.

On-line calibration is controlled continuously by the Digital Filter Processor

(DFP) to eliminate potential gain and offset drift in the analog hardware of

the input module and the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter located on the DFP.

During a calibration cycle, the DFP sends a command to the analog input module,

to switch from the field sensor to either the high or low on-board precision

reference. The values that the DFP receives for the calibration references are

used by the Loop Calculation Processor (LCP) to calculate a correction factor

that is applied to the input signal.

Referring to Figure 3-6, the analog input module provides the following

features for each input signal:
ac

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Analog Input Module design.
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a,c-

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed Analog Input Module design.

3.2.2 Contact Input Module

The contact input module provides the interface between field contact devices
and the Eagle-21 computer hardware. Each contact input module is capable of
processing either four complementary contact pairs, or eight independent
contacts. The output signals from the contact input module are read directly
by the Loop Calculation Processor through digital I/0 ports.

Referring to Figure 3-7, the contact input module provides the following
features for each contact input:
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The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Contact Input Module design.

3.2.3 Analog Output Module

The analog output module (Figure 3-8) provides an interface between the

Eagle-21 computer hardware and field devices.
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a,c-

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed Analog Output Module design.

3.2.4 Contact Output Module

The'contact output module (Figure 3-9) provides the interface between field
devices operated by contact logic and the Eagle-21 computer hardware. Each
contact output module is capable of providing up to eight complementary contact
pairs for output purposes. The Loop Calculation and lest Sequence Processors
control the relay status/contact logic through Digital 1/O cards connected to
the IEEE Std. 796 bus.

The contact output module provides the following features for each output:
a.c7

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed Contact Output Module design.
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3.2.5 Partial Trip Output Module

The partial trip output module (Figure 3-10) provides the interface between the

Eagle-21 computer hardware and the trip logic system. Each partial trip module

is capable of providing up to four channels of logic outputs. The trip output

module converts a signal from the Loop Processor Subsystem Digital Input/Output

module into an On/Off voltage used to drive relays in the trip logic system.

Additional features of the partial trip output module are:
a,c-

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Partial Trip Output Module design.

3.2.6 Microprocessor Card Chassis Modules

3.2.6.1 [ ]a~c
a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in sections 3.2.6.1

through 3.2.6.6 discuss the application of Original Equipment Manufacturer

multibus modules within the microprocessor card chassis.
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a,c

3.2.6.2 [ ]a,c

r 

ac
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a,c

a,c

3.2.6.3

3.2.6.4 [

3.2.6.5

a,c
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a,c

3.2.6.6 [ ]a,c

3.2.7 Miscellaneous Hardware

3.2.7.1 Microprocessor Card Chassis

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed the Microprocessor Card Chassis design.

3.2.7.2 Test Panel

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material-in this section
discussed the Test Panel design.
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a,c

3.2.7.3 DC Power Supply Chassis

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed the DC Power Supply Chassis design.
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3.2.7.4 Power Distribution and Filtering

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed the Power Distribution and Filtering design.

3.2.7.5 Termination Frame

The Eagle-21 Termination Frames are modular assemblies which accommodate a
single Input/Output printed circuit board. The Termination Frame serves to
stiffen the' Input/Output board against seismic input and provides terminals for
power and signal connections. Each Eagle-21 process protection rack will
contain sixteen termination frames, installed one above the other in a
structure known as the termination framework.

3.2.7.6 Cabinet Cooling Assembly

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed the Cabinet Cooling Assembly design.

3.3 Software

3.3.1 Software Development
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The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Software Development.
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3.3.2 Software Implementation

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Software Implementation.
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4.0 EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

4.1 Equipment Qualification Background

In November of 1974, the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 1.89, "Qualification of
Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants" which endorsed IEEE Std. 323-1974,

"IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating

Stations" and in March of 1976 the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 1.100, "Seismic

Qualification of Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants" which endorsed
IEEE Std. 344-1975, "IEEE Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification of

Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

Westinghouse recognized that NRC approval of testing methodology and parameters
prior to performance of the test is desirable to avoid retesting. Therefore,

the initial strategy with the IEEE Std. 323-1974 Qualification Program was to
obtain NRC approval prior to implementation of the Qualification program. To

accomplish this, in October 1975, Westinghouse issued WCAP-8587, Revision 0,

"Methodology for Qualifying Westinghouse WRD-Supplied NSSS Safety-Related

Electrical Equipment" and in May 1980, Westinghouse issued WCAP-9714,

"Methodology for the Seismic Qualification of Westinghouse WRD Supplied

Equipment." Meetings were held with the NRC staff to discuss qualification

methods. Based on this interaction and state-of-art methodology, revisions
were made to WCAP-8587. As a result, WCAP-8587, Revision 6 and WCAP 9714 were

accepted by the NRC staff in a letter from Cecil 0. Thomas, Chief,

Standardization and Special Projects Branch, Division of Licensing, to E. P.
Rahe, Jr., Manager, Nuclear Safety Department, Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, dated November 10, 1983.

4.2 Equipment Qualification Program Description

The Equipment Qualification Program demonstrated that the Eagle-21 Process

Protection Equipment is capable of performing its designated safety related

functions under all specified environmental and seismic conditions. This was

accomplished by testing as follows:
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4.2.1 Environmental Testing (IEEE Std. 323-1974)

The Eagle-21 equipment was tested under both "normal" and "abnormal"

environmental conditions.

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Environmental Test Parameters.

4.2.2 Seismic Testing (IEEE Std. 344-1987)

The Eagle-21 equipment was subjected to multi-axis, multi-frequency inputs in

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.100. The equipment was subjected to both

Operation Basis Earthquake (OBE) and Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) events.

4.3 Equipment Qualification Documentation

The Westinghouse Equipment Qualification test program demonstrated the Eagle-21

Process Protection Equipment is capable of performing its designated safety

related functions under all specified environmental and seismic conditions.

The equipment qualification test plan and results consists of the following

documents:
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1. WCAP-8587 "Methodology for Qualifying Westinghouse WRD Supplied NSSS

Safety Related Electrical Equipment" which is a Westinghouse Class 3

(Non-Proprietary) report and represents the generic program parent

document and describes the basis methodology for the Westinghouse

equipment qualification program.

2. WCAP-8587, Supplement 1, EQDP-ESE-69 Rev. I "Equipment Qualification

Data Package" is a Westinghouse Class 3 (Non-Proprietary) report which

presents a summary of the Eagle-21 test parameters, performance

specifications, acceptance criteria, and test results.

3. WCAP-8687, Supplements 2-E69A, 2-E69B, and 2-E69C "Equipment

Qualification Test Reports," which are Westinghouse Class 2

(Proprietary) reports and present a detailed description of the

Eagle-21 test parameters, performance specifications, acceptance

criteria, and test results.
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5.0 NOISE, FAULT, SURGE WITHSTAND CAPABILITY, AND RADIO FREQUENCY

INTERFERENCE TESTS

5.1 Test Description

The Noise, Fault, Surge Withstand Capability, and Radio Frequency Interference

(RFI) tests demonstrated that the Eagle-21 process protection equipment is

capable of performing its designated safety-related functions when subjected to

these specified conditions. This testing was accomplished as follows:

5.1.1 Noise Tests

The Eagle-21 equipment was subjected to five types of noise testing:

a, c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary

document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section

discussed Noise Test Parameters.
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5.1.2 Fault Tests

The Eagle-21 process Equipment was subjected to following fault voltages:

a,c

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed Fault Test Parameters.

5.1.3 Surge Withstand Capability (SWC) Tests (IEEE Std. 472-1974)

The Eagle-21 process equipment was subjected to the following surge signals:

ac

The material in this section has been deleted from this non-proprietary
document due to its proprietary nature. The material in this section
discussed Surge Withstand Capability Test Parameters.
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5.1.4 Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) Tests

]a,c w

5.2 Test Documentation

The Eagle-21 Noise, Fault, Surge and Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) tests

and results are documented in WCAP-11733 (Proprietary) and WCAP-11896

(Non-Proprietary).

I
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6.0 DESIGN, VERIFICATION ANO VALIDATION PLAN

6.1 Background

Westinghouse introduced the concept of microprocessor based Protection

Systems in the early 1970's on the Integrated Protection System (IPS)
which was part of the RESAR 414 standard plant design. The software

verification program conducted on this prototype is documented in

WCAP-9153 "414 Integrated Protection System Prototype Verification

Program", and WCAP-9739 "Summary of Westinghouse Integrated Protection

System Verification and Validation Program".

Building upon the experience gained in performing software Verification

and Validation on the IPS prototype and implementing the "lessons learned"

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) audit process, a much

improved V&V program was defined for the South Texas Qualified Display
Processing System (QDPS). In July 1987 the NRC issued a favorable Safety

Evaluation Report (NUREG 0781, Supplement No.4) "Safety Evaluation Report

related to the operation of South Texas Project Units I and 2."

In September of 1986, Tennessee Valley Authority purchased Eagle-21

Protection System Replacement Hardware for Watts Bar Units 1 and 2. The

Eagle-21 V&V process was the same as the one conducted on the South Texas
QDPS, modified only to the extent of refining the process based on

previous experience and resolution of NRC audit comments.

The NRC final audit of the Eagle-21 equipment for Watts Bar was conducted

at the Westinghouse Instrumentation Technology and Training Center in
April, 1989. The NRC Safety Evaluation Report on the Eagle 21 system
utilization for Watts Bar was transmitted June 13, 1989 from Suzanne
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Black, Assistant Director for Projects, TVA Projects Division, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to Mr. Oliver D. Kingsley Jr., Senior Vice

President, Nuclear Power, Tennessee Valley Authority. This report was

submitted on Docket Numbers 50-390 and 50-391 for Watts Bar Units 1 and 2

respectively.

In May of 1989, Tennessee Valley Authority purchased Eagle-21 Protection

System Replacement Hardware for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2. The Eagle-21 V&V

process is the same as the one conducted on the original Watts Bar

Eagle-21 application.

The NRC final audit of the Eagle-21 process protection system for Sequoyah

was conducted at the Westinghouse Process Control Division in April,

1990. The NRC Safety Evaluation Report on the Eagle-21 system utilization

for Sequoyah Unit 1 was transmitted May 16, 1990 from Suzanne Black,

Assistant Director for Projects, TVA Projects Division, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation, to Mr. Oliver D. Kingsley Jr., Senior Vice President,

Nuclear Power, Tennessee Valley Authority. This report was submitted on

Docket Number 50-327. On October 31, 1990, the NRC staff issued a similar

Safety Evaluation Report on Docket Number 50-328 approving Eagle-21 system

utilization for Sequoyah Unit 2.

The Eagle-21 Design, Verification and Validation Plan is attached as

"Appendix A" to this report.

6.2 Applicable Standards

The standards which are applicable to the Eagle-21 Design, Verification

and Validation-Plan are listed below:

A. IEEE Std. 603-1980

"IEEE STANDARD CRITERIA FOR SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR POWER

GENERATING STATIONS"
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B. REGULATORY GUIDE 1.153, December, 1985

"CRITERIA FOR POWER, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONTROL PORTIONS OF SAFETY

SYSTEMS"

- Regulatory Guide 1.153 endorses the guidance IEEE Std. 603-1980.

C. ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 1982

"APPLICATION CRITERIA FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN

SAFETY SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER GENERATING STATIONS"

- ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 1982 expands and amplifies the requirements

IEEE Std. 603-1980.

D. REGULATORY GUIDE 1.152, November 1985

"CRITERIA FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEM SOFTWARE IN

SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR PLANTS"

- Regulatory Guide 1.152 endorses the guidance of

ANSI/IEEE-ANSI-7-4.3.2.
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7.0 COMPLIANCE WITH CRITERIA

7.1 IEEE Std. 279-1971

"Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

Some of the information in this report demonstrates the means with which the

Eagle-21 Process Protection Equipment satisfies the applicable requirements

detailed in Section 4 of the above criteria. References are provided as

follows:

Requirement 4.1 "General Functional Requirement"

- This report in general describes the Eagle-21 process equipment and its

performance requirements.

Requirement 4.2 "Single Failure Criterion"

- See Section 2.3.1

Requirement 4.4 "Equipment Qualification"

- See Section 4.0

Requirement 4.5 "Channel Integrity"

- See Sections 2.3.3, 4.2 and 5.0

Requirement 4.6 "Channel Independence"

- See Section 2.3.4

Requirement 4.7 "Control and Protection System Interaction"

- See Section 2.3.5
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Requirement 4.9 "Capability for Sensor Checks"

- See Section 2.3.6

Requirement 4.10 "Capability for Test and Calibration"

See Sections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7

Requirement 4.11 Channel Bypass or Removal from Operation"

- See Section 2.3.8

Requirement 4.13 "Indication of Bypasses"

- See Section 2.3.8

Requirement 4.14 "Access to Means for Bypasses"

- See Section 2.3.8

Requirement 4.18 "Access to Set Point Adjustments, Calibration, and Test

Points"

- See Sections 2.3.7, 2.3.8, 2.3.9 and 3.2.7.2

Requirement 4.21 "System Repair"

- See Section 2.3.10
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1.0 o i .

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this plan is to provide a d iption of the design,
verification, and validation pros and the general organization
of activities that are being usLed in these areas an the Eagle-21
Process Protection Syste replaement hardware. l material
CXtaizud herein is =deled after the guidane: provided in (a) the
414 Integratd Protection Syste Prototype Verification Program,

fhich was presented to the NR in 1977 as part of the Westinghouse
R 414 system, (b) ANSI/IZE-A-M-7-4.3.2-1982 and (c) Regulatory

Qkii 1.152, and (d) the Design, Verification, and Validation Plan
iplemit for the South Texas ualified Display Processing Syst
(WS).

1.2 System Fnctions

le Eikgle-21 Process Protection System replamt hardware
per foziz the folidwing major functis:

1. P~actcr Trip Protection (Chaznlsl Trip to VatJirq Lcgic)

2. Erqinered Safeguard Featires (ESF) Actuations.

3.* Isolated Oztpzts to Omr~ol Systems, Conrol Pfnelss, and Plant

4. Isolated Outputs to information displays for Post Accident
Mnit=r•i, (PAM) indication.

5. AUt,=tic Surveillanc Testing to veri• y a perfoanze.

1.3 System ArcddtecWb

7he Eagle-21 Systm Arcuitcbuxre is shown in Figure 1. Il* basic
ubte are:

1. LC~ Proisc &t~sytem.

7he Lo Prossar Sbsystm receives a subset of the process
Signals, rrt nau or nm of the .,.twLion algorithms, and
drtives the a. atscdwih l •rip (or partial nginer
safa actuation) signals. It also driv the required

2. * ater 8dsy~tin

7he Tester &*ysttin serves as the focal point of the hmn
irtoxrction with the charnnl met. It provid a user-friendly
interface that permits test personnel to =ifigur=e (adjust
intpoints and mrdM constants) , test,. wd maintain the system.
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e Micrzrocsor baed system interfaces with the fieldSignals thog varous inpu/oupu (1/o) mr•es. mvse
mziules accommoate the plant signals and test irpits frc the
Tser Suksyrtm, wich p-rld e dJcaIIy =ditors the integrity of
the Loc Prvcsaor susytem.

2.0 0

7e following is a list of relevant iramtzial utardaxs which were
arridered In the dew lczent of this plan:

1. XA I/IE-AN-7-4.3.2.-1982, "Application Criteria for Pr.ra=-able
Digital O tAer Syste in Safety Sytem of Nurlear Power
Generatirg Staticns"

2. IE Std. 279-1971, "Criteria for ptection Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Statios"

3. XE Std. 603-1980, "Criteria for Safety Systes for Nulear power
Generatirg Stations"

4. * 1P 9153, '414 Integrated Prvtectic system pratDtype Verification
Program," Westin ue Electic orp., August 1977.

5. WCP 9740, "Sumary of the W-tinrghtme Integrated ptection
Syste Ver•f•icati and Validation pror=, n Westirj*=mse Electric
Crp., Septer 1984.

6. Regulatory Q'e 1.97, Rev. 2, "Instnnztatin for
Light-Water-Omled Nulear Power Plants to Assess Plant and
!Dwircis O-iditicrs D=zring and Fbl~lowing an A~ident," Dereb
1980

7. ANI/AM NJ-1-1983, "Quality Assuranc pr=ram= puiruits for
NLmlear Power Plants"

8. IEE Std 729-1983, "Standard Glossary of Sofbare Ergineerirg
Termiolo -"

9. TME Std 730-1981, Standard for Softwre Quality AsMsurw= Plans"

10. C StM d 828-1983, Stanrd for Sotbare amifiguration Manezt
Plans"

11. SItE dS 829-1983, "Standard for Softbare Test _o.- ntaticn"

12. Std M 930-L984, 'Qid to Softa.r Rq4uiremet Spswificmtions"

13. MS Spwial Rublimtion 500-75 (February 1981), "Validatio,
Verification and Touting of Ccwpite Sofbaare"

14. NBS Special Publication 500-93 (September 1982), "Softbare
Validation, Verificatio, Testing Technique and Tool Referenc
Widle"
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15. Special Publication 500-98 (November 1982), 'Plwrdn• for
Software Validation, Verifiction and Teting-

16. IEC SC 45A/W-A3 (January 1984), "Draft: Software for caqprter in
the Safety Sysute of Nuclear Power Statiors"

17. Pagulatory Qiud 1.152, "Criteria for Prograuable Digital omputer
System Softwre in Safety-Ralated Systems of Nuclear Power Plants"

18. Regulatory Quide 1.153, "Criteria for Power, I-tretzmentation, and
Control Portiom of Safety Systems"

19. Design, Verification and Validation Plan for the South sexas
Project - Qualified Display Proessin Syst. Design
Specification N±t2er 955842, Jlvision 3, July 1985.

3.0 EEFlqu I

7e definitirs in this section establish the aanirx of words in the
cotext of their use in this plan.

Camp= SoMM BhSEfD - 7he cputer 1pro7 , coputer data and
cuter prg dkocmntation which comprises the coplete
rresaetation of the oqxrter software system at a specific stage of its
development.

SIGN EVMi - A mting or similar I cmmunication process in wihic the
reaire•mnts, design, code, or other prodi.ts of a developwt project
are presented to a selected individal or gr of personl for
critique.

UCNOATL 7TEDG (FT) - Exervise of the f•untional properties of the
prora to the design requzmnts.

FU?'TlL TES T RrVM (FIR) - A review which is performd on the
dborzntad functional tasts that were ni by the progrmmer an his code.

I 0M - An evaluation tadniue in which software ze*ruirts,
design, code, or other pr ts are e by a person or gr otuher
than the designer to detect faults, differ.x w development
stardards, ard other problms.

WIM oI 7 - 2%ts perfome dri the harnmm-u•oboare
integration proces priotr to micprokecss system validation to verify

qxtibil•ity of the .otMze ard the icr.o ar system harzdwae.

NWJI (M) - Refers to a significant partial fu•'tional capability of a
subprogram and onsists of =re than am unit. les are usally
utard-alue prool=es or roatine whdi my call other lower level
I1es or units.

Fm REvr - An evaluation temrd u in tihich software rvari-ts,
design, ocde, or other pro&r-ts are m id by perrm whose rank,
zespa ibility, experienee, and skill are comparable to that of the
designer.
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F - Totality of software in a sytem or one indepeAxMent part of
software of a distributed system implemented by a particular CPU.

SOFIWAM XIGN SP=IMMIO (SES) - A doctnwnt which represts the
designer's definiti•n of the way the software is designed and inplemented
to acxzplish the runctionad req•.rmexts, specifying the enpected
parformazKe. An SS can be for a system, sub-ystem, sx-ule, or unit.

SOMOM MWELOPMEW P - A team of irdividuals or an individual
assigned to design, develop and do.ent software.

SOFfl? WI SPE)=- CN (S'S) - A doument det&alng the tests to be
performed, test envirmt, acta criteria and the test
mthodology. An Approved SDS document fars the basis for the SIS.

SOM REVIDW (SMt) - A rw'i., wh~ich is perfcs an the sorc
coe.

SLWFGW (SP) - Refers to a =jor functional subset of a proga and is
made tu of one or mcre mdiles. A subproram is typically represented by
the software executed by a single process=.

STKJTnMAL 7ED#7 (ST) - zpre•,esiv exercise of the software proram
code and its component logic sutn .

,IT (U) - e sllest opawst in the syste software ardtecture,
or"sisting of a s of IAo statents that in aggregate perform
an identifiable service.

VAIMICN - 7he test and evaluatio of the integrated copter syste to
ensre ciapliance with the functionl, perfomarxa and interface
reuiremens

WRDI7CATI - he p s of determining ther or not the prkA t of
each phae of the digital ter ystm devel•• mest press fulfills
all the readrnts Jixxied by the prwicius ph&".

V .U=(S) - An inLividuial or gro of indiviAuals assigned to review
sorce code, geerate test plans, perfor tests, and doment the test
results for a Li~reao" system. If the activity is extensive, a
chief verifier will be apointed to guide and lead the Verification and
validatic perzmcnnl.

vM Ifl=I ET sZrW (Va) - A dozt cnaining the test reslts.
In =,jir-cion with the Software Test S4ificatic it onrtains eugih
information, to eable an Irdq ont party to repeat the test and
understand it.

4.0 SYSTEM EEVELCFl T

-he developmnt of the Eagle 21 System, as shwn in Figure 2, inmolves
three stages:
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1. Definition,2. Design

3. Zmpla tatian and Twt

A brief description of each stage is given below:

1) 7he definition stage is chAracterized by the statmt of the
objective to be acheved, the cntruction of an initial project plan,
and a high-level definition of the syste. During this stage, the
overall functional requirents of the system are idtified. Within
Westlz~xhcse, these reqjxeuents are br~4pt together in a System
Deign Ragairaments document.

2) 2he design stage is caracterIzed by the c itian of these System
Design RLgirumnts into Syst Design Specifications and Hardware and
Software Design Specifications of sufficient detail to enable the
Imlemntation of the system. 7e Software Design Specifications for
the system are then further dW voe into subsyste, nidule and unit
Sped ficaticw.

3) 'fe ilenitat-io and test stage is characterized by the actual
construction of the hardware, coding of the various software entities,
and testing. 7he software development team is resprtible for the
writing, a ling, testing, and dca enting the omuter o . AS
the software entities are ampleted, beginning at the unit level, they
are formally turned over to the verifiers for final indeendent review
ard/or testing as secified in Section 5.0.

Softre develcpzznt cn be viewed as a sequence of well-defined steps
similar to system develop=e,. e System Design Specification is
used to generate Software Design Specifications %idi in turn are used
to develop high level language prwr. Mese prpmap are coverted
by a com•iler into assemly language, th by the ass ler into
nachine code. 7 linker combines g of asseledc de with the
library to proixu relocatable object coe for inpzt to the loader.
7e loder qwerates the absolute ide wi is then bmied into
anly =My (J•CO.

1he use of a high level lanuage alloIs the designer to eipess his
id4es in a farm that is more natural to him. he •utr adjuts to
his languag and not he to the language of the pter. Software
written in a high level lAnuage i mre readily revied by an
jreumw t arty w my not be familiar with the _uter assembly
language instruction met. Some feature of the high level language
aid the development of reliable softwre. For ecale, block
at -b•-hr~q bel identi• y and red~z the imte of possible execui

As part of tasting, the vari harare d softeae
entitiem are assebd in a utapim nrmer. Adiitiaial testing at
each step to enses that each auw± perform its rupired
frunti ein integrated with its associated unts.

7e final activity ass iat•e with the system implementation ad tastin
stage is t-a testing of the system. A system test plan is derived frun
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the systm functianal r •gairments and system design specifications toonfirm that the GY•te exhibits a level of rwy-tioality and performance%hich meets or exceeds the stated r•uirements. ThiS final NySte testis refe.rnid to as the Factory Aoeptarxm Ttst.

Several design assance taciniqpes are utilized throkigtxxu all stages ofthe develcpm, pr.ss to enmim that the hardwar and softb e
Om~onzets met the rm.auired specificaticns.

Formal design reviews are held within Westijwse to ensure that the
Syt Design Specifications met the System Frnctiral ReApirmnets.
The design review team ocrmistj of a gr of knowledgeable
miltidisciplinreiy erqineers to = that all a.s ts of the design are
reviewed.

Daring the inplemntation and test stage, amqtance testirg aid revieware ar d y the designers n the hardware cpaerts, circuit
board , and 64I)SYstems to Wm~re they exhibit a level of fotwtial ity
cmnsistent with the Hardware esign Speifictions and Softar Design
Specificaticns.

M final design asmnrm t rdque utilized is the.extion of the
system Factory Accetance Test to ensure the system performanc mets theSystt frr-tic•nal ragairets and systm design seificatics.

5.0 SYSMD! VERI7C'ION

5.1 Iratr tion

With the application of pr ranble digital systes in
safety systems of nmleGar we z 9ex-atirg stations, designers are
obligated to cordit 4iid eit reviews of the software &ssccated
with the =rAer syste to e=e the fw-•tioality of sortiae to
a level crmsiste with that describ in the gystm r•iirmts.

Section 5.2 provides an oizlew of the verificatjio philosophy.
Se-ticn 5.3 d the verification twdqqAes utilized in
Performin the verification pvc.ess. Section 5.4 d-Ie the
criteria that the verificatio persm1 use for deteiningr the
level of verification that *Ild be applied to each softar
entity.

5.2 Verification Philo hy

Figure 2 ilstrutas the integratin of the syste verzificatin and
validaticroc with the q•vtm design prOoem. #&a
verificationri pr a zy be divid into t distirct phases:
vez-ifiction of design d±ati , and verificatian of sotbure.

As s an fig•r• 2, 1z15bede-t verificatien of design
dozntaticr is performe &Irin the design stage. tr • p•lPe,
indeprden ve wrification will • to ener~ that the tanslation
fttr the F•ortinal P.Lire ts to the Softmare Deign
Paqarecents has bee perfaore properly a" thmmugh4ly.
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rigure 2 illustrates %here an i-endent review and signoff will
be =ca-d durirq the design pros. Verification of the design

aeuntati•on will be cccpleted prior to the iplem tation and
test P-Ue.

Duin the impeimntati~on ard te t stage, ,n the writing,
testing, a ling, and dco enting associated with each software
mitity (beginning at the unit level) is ozpleted by the deign
tam, the software metity in formally turned over to the verifier. 1

At this point, an I endent review ard/or testing of the software
mitities i performed to verify that the fxrctronality of the
software entities meet the applicable Softwiar Design
Specifications. After the verifier is satisfied that all
regairamwnts are met, the software is configu-ed for use in the
finral syste and subsequent system validation process.

7- software verification pros begins at the unit software
level, i.e. ,the sirplest building blok in the software. After
all software units that are utilized in a software modile are
verified, the verifier proceeds to verify that o.2ule. Not only is
the software m::dile verifise: to v1et the ftA 11e Software Design
Spifiction, but the verifier ensure that the approiate units
are utilizad in generating the sofare dile.

After all software miles rmcsrary to I lish a sofwre
011prog are verified to weet the applicable Software Design
Speifications, the verifier proceeds to verify that XUI±oram.
As in the cae of the software nalle, the verifier rot only
verifies that the bror= veets the applicable Software Design
Specifications, but also verifies that the aproriate software
molles ware utilized in generating the subrogra entity. Miis
verification pilsohy tsures that the verifier tests are/or
reviews the interface be the software unit, module and

nxing uon the hardare iplemintation, the verifiction
pr s may utilize systm hardre in the verification of the
software les and substs.

5.3 Verification TODhdq

Verifictio tedrdq.i usd in softarm evelqent fall into

5.3.1 FOiAM

Thexe are three typeS Of MAGUS Ued in the verification
of softre: Dign &xWthation rwvias, €Dde rwviws
a"d frctionral test rvvinm.
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7his activity involves the camraiscw of a design
documnt for a subsystem, modile, or unit to the
design document of the cc-pmwt aboe it to
e that all of the performanc requirmenr•s
stated in the higher level docment are mt.

5.3.1.2 Surce Coe Review

Source code revie, as cse5 to ctde testing,
is a verification metjod in which the sofhfare
prF rm is eamined visually. -e operation of
the software is d and oapared with the
C operation. In effect, the oeration of
the software is simulated mentally to cmffirm
that it agrees with the specification.

Source code reviews will be used to verify the
trwasformt.ion from a Design Specifiction into
high level cde. High level coe is easy to
read and understand, and therefore full
inspection at that level is feasible.

5.3.1.3 Fun~icmi Test Review

A functional test review is a review by the
verifier of the documentatio associated with the
fncrtioal tests iddi were performed by the
designer. This review will prvide a high deree
of assarwe that the software performs the
functions speci led in the deign requirzemrrts.

5.3.2 Software Teting

Softare tests cn be divided into two categories:structural and fucioa.

5.3.2.1 St.tbmal 1atlxq

Strwbal testing, ibdch atterpts to
:=Cwenuively exrcise (via otuter emulation)

the softrare pg code and its wnt logic
rUbs, is usually applied at the unit

level. 1We ftlciality of the pra is
wifi.ed alaq with the intarnal uce

utilized within the program to iqlpemit the
frequre furctin.

StctLtbwl testing requires that the verifier
inspet the ede and Urderstand kci it functions
before selecting the test irpits. 7 test
irpits stculd be dsen to exercise all the
possible otrol paths within the software
OMMt. If this is rot possible, the test
irputs ,uIld be crhos to icsise every
utatuit within tkk. axrit. Ftr exuple, if
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'k tigonaimetric function is calculated in several
differwit ways, depeningX mn the rang~e of the
irpat ar~mlt, um~ the test rp~ts incud
tests for the argunit fin each of these ranges,
As well as an the boudaries betwee rags In
pftrt~icMIlAr. they exer~cise the uper limit, the
lowr limit, and at least am Interaz~ate value
Within each range.

In the furcioau %Vroadh to prp tsig
the internial xtucx of the propr is igrorsd
dialin the tet data selection~. Tiets are
Cos utedt f=~ the fntuional properties of the
Vzorou %hdic are spec led in the Deign
Speification. ftncticrial testing is the method

I I frequetlY used at the "mrAe o usse
level. Dwqles of fizct~imnal testing include
rrxiom testing and seia.1 cases by functioni.

Fwd teting is the method of applying a test
irp.2t seaene chosen at rando. MA method can
be used in the follow-in circumtance: to
siu~date real time evexnts that are 4r random,;
to inr~ease the coifidr level in the
C=etzs of a very ccclex moble; to test a
subystem or a VuytM1 tere it is rot necssaZY
to test all the possible paths; to get a
q.uantitative nesu on the ~.acyta- of a nmeric

calulaion C to got a mesr of the average
time regdzed by acn calculation.

S~eial cass by ftxwtion can be da m ft= the
Deig Speification of the moale and will
dete~rmine aetint cases Pbr exale, a
subrmztine for matrix inveruim, should be tinted
using a3mot-singular and lfl-ca itjczim

ft a upecifis5 range should be tested with
these arguments at the .ctrece points of the
range. An aritImetic peckage should be tasted
with variables Vt~ich hiv, the larget and

all zerces, and all ams and neative variablns.

5.4 Verification level

Ma choice of partiawlar verification taniques to be utilized on
a system cmq=t is a f~ruaaio of the folladng pazmetazu:

A. Mv safety Classification of the rs~,tm

a. M* hierardchicl level of the software ccpweit (wmit,

modA * or



5.4.1 Safety Classfication

7he safety class ification of an item is defined Aordingto IME-279-1971 and std 603-1980. In general, thesafety clas ific.tion of the system establ•es thev-ification requireents for the system. However, sirne
all the nnts coutai in the system do wtracessarily perform equal safety functions, a higher rlo•er level of verification my be assigned to specific
syste capmwta depeding on the exact frurictonperform. If a different level of verific•tion Is
assigred to a •-•-cplt, the interactions beteen that•-mp-in and the other o ts in the system ust beCarfully Cosidered and rvviand.

5.4.2 Rierardtiml level of Sof'bm C, mmts

1b softwrare that is organized in a hierarthical strzbare,the intri•cies of the actual code cn rat be easilygrased at the u r levels. F=r all but slMle systens itis prarit to aproach verification in a progsusive
Waner, beginning at the unit level. It is at the unitlevel that the code cn be mwt easily inpeted or
cpre*auively teste as rnoessary.

As the sofwiae is built up into higher level its
nu-ing the interation stage, it becocs possible todemwstrate comlete processing ftctions. Mis poes

allows the validation of func-tioal performnce
rs rements. Uma, validaticon teting assm aftr'tial theme, vith the main emphasis an the intemction
between u s and ther interfacs.

5.4. 3 Justificti of Verification level

Oaidering the parmeter detailed above, differit
verification methods are reqairvd for different ulbsystems
and aoftiaru oc eta. Table 1 illustrates the levels ofverification. E level of the table speifies the typeof tatfr reivi that vill be perfomed an the softwareanst wvithin that classification. J -sti~fiati•an ofthe veificatin levels folloa.

5.4.3.1 Safety Falate Softare (level 1)

•e sofbam asoiate vith actua on ar /~or
imleentation of rvctw trip, qijaeerW safety
featue, awd fr~mation display. for ma-mlly
coiat ll5 actions (as defined by MzE Std.
279-1971 and d St. 603-1980) umt receive the
hig t level (level 1) of vmrification
ientified. As s.uh, all softmwr not be
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structurally tested to ensure that all lines In
indeed meet the intended design specification.
Since the plant operators rely upon the automatic
actuation of the reactor trips and/or engineered
safeguards actuations, as well as information
displays for manually controlled actions, the
highest level of confidence must be afforded.

5.4.3.2 Non-Safety Related Software (Level 2)

The following criteria will by applied to all
software units. If A.U of the following
conditions are met, the software is level 2; level
1 will be used otherwise.

a. Does not generate information used during
any operational mode (eg. normal, testing,
maintenance) by level 1 software J
functions.

b. Does not perform tests, the results of
which are used by level 1 software
functions.

a. There is no direct path to level 1

software functions via a common busI

b. There is no direct path do hardware I/0
used by level 1 software functions.

c. Data Link transmission to level I. software
functions is prevented by hardware design.

3. ORGANIZATION

a. The software design does not permit
writing to areas of RAM memory used by
level 1 software functions.

b. The software design does not permit
inhibiting access to memory locations
utilized by level 1 software functions.

c. Software is not part of, nor can alter,
the execution path for level 1 software
functions.

NOTE: The above criteria will be re-a~p1.ie when
evaluating the impact of future software

- modifications.
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5.4.4. AMliciticn of the Verification Matrix and Cit.eria
Utilized for Software Testing for the Eagle-21 Roplacement

5.4.4.1 Applicti•on of the Verifictin lavel

The Eagle-21 Pleplace system cn be divided
into two gra : 1) that hich perzfor Safety
Related functions, has i:pact an Safety Related
rau-ticrs, and which tests Safety Related
fuctions and 2) that which monitors the system
and provide Nr,-Safety Related Information to
the user.

7he first gro* =rsists of the following
Wferezme Figure 1):

1. All of the I= Prucessor Subsystem

2. 7he ortion of the Testar Susystem that runs
surveillarn tests aid therefore, has an
Iqact on the 1/0 yry~es

3. Mat portion of the Tester Subsystem whicd
Wuntrls cnmmzndcaticn to the Lo Processor

for paraeter qPzate.

4. That portion of the WC cart whic allows the
cepeatar to irpat new parameters and which

oes the limit dhJcing on those irpts.

Whi grmp, which~t the criteria for Section
5.4.3.1, will be verified at level I to give the
hiutt , ;, P of confidener to this code.

Mohe d grcW = isits of the follo'•ing
(Aaferwm Figure 1):
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1. That prtion of the Tester Subsyste bicrh
has no direct link to the Lox Prvessor
other than a read-only datalink. Tlis
icludes the uoftoaie wch 5ates the test
pazal ligts and oztus analog trend points.

2. All of the MCa softwar O=ept that listed in
4) abov.

ThS grm* wil be verified at level 2 since it
mts the criteria of ection 5.4.3.2.

5.4.4.2 Criteria Utilized ftr Sofftr Testirn

Ufi criteria will be applied to level 1
software units. afer to Table 1.

Based n prwvious verificatian exqeriene-, the
followng citeria winl be used to identity the
tetin requireents for rcrr-owp•ex pr; haes.
If all of the following OwId.tiors are Met,
marsial stuctural testing winl be perfor4;
c:cputer eulatim will be used otherwise.

1. Prw e Uiqueness - 7e verifier must
determine that the pazti•clar proKizre is
not iunqae in such a way that coater
em,'in is r ssary.

2. math Cmrations (+, -, ,, /) - 'lpMOu
perfzis math only with XRI based variables
cr data castarts.

3. Logical Operations (Tnin/Vls) - h
Pre uses only stwtard definitions for
True and Pal•e; Tre-, Fals,

4. Loical Opensraticns MWas ) - 7he paum
use aoly logical cerati. s tdhc do not set
or clear (mask) status or c-f-•oI bits.

5. Lalitle PatkA - MO ru has aly one
direct sotbae lath.

6. pZCod=6 Size - we size of the irOne is
l than 20 wmaitable lirm. l•csutablelJ.e cotalt does not inc~lude Procedue!
dwjlan, yro& wrd, wnd comrf.

7. IntrnAl PrB&Os - •e P does rct
1rclude Internal o e (a).
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6.0 SYSTEM( VAUDATflIH

Wh~ereas the system verification prooes verifier, the dec=;=itjon
of the system~ regairement &-jcewts in the definition and design
stage aid also verifies the fw)Ctiwality of the software artities
(unit, ack~e, and subcraw) begnning from the szollest software
entity and Progressing to the ~prga level, the system validation~
FMC8 is Perf' I to d ~wate t the system f~ru~t~irality. Byces dctlir3 the system vali rut i o test, the results q Eat~a that

the system deign mets the "ytam fArmtAoal ruIr,. - - enc,aWy inconsistencies that o=urred duriri the system de~velopm, inthis area, that were not disco'ered during the varimzs design
verfication activities discussed in Section 5.0, would indee be
rwisivd, identified, and tracked by the verifiers thn~gh
resolution by the design buam.
Ftllc~wing Ozpletien of the system validation tast, the amer caniindee have a high dg-ree of ccrif idence that the system fwictional

During verification, a bottcru-p microscopic apprach is utilized
to t?==tj4dy and irdivichially review and/or test eachi piece of
software within the total System. M'Xis reqgiires a sigraficant
effort and verifies that each software elontn ~epeatas prcerly as
a stand-alon witity.

VaidA~tion coaplmn~ts the verification promess and rot only
insures that the final inplemeted system sat isfies the tcp,-level
ftwt~ic,al rse.Airemnits but also that goo wziriserirq Wwracei was
Utilized during the design and i~lemntatian of the systan.
ltllwing are the injor phases of validatiai:

" Ttp-dwn turztional regadxuents testing
" PrXUTrry review Of the design and its i~lemgtation
" Spec~if ic Mmn-M&Anei Interfac (MM~) testing

M~bw ==Vcroeic tqp-dk7in fruncioal regu~irwments ohme of
Validatim testing treats the system as a black b=c %d.e the

pr~uyruviw ptiase requires that the internal xttmr of the
intaigzated moftwa/hardwar system be analyzed in groat detail.
Dw to this dMal a*Mmdk, Validation testing prewides a level oftk5-rurjmes and ttlz &=acy giid is at least equivalent to
that wh~ich o=r during verification~ and iznome detection of any
deficiencies that oomwed &=Ing the deig pras bit rot
discx.vere wiM vergif icxtimr. Validatim testing is perfore on
the verified software reiding within the final target harzmro.
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6.2.1 Gareral iption

7he Validaticn plan defines a metlhodoloy that .ist be
followed to perform a series of top-down functinarlrs went based reviews and tests uich coopl~mat the
bttam-up q ~wcadh utilized driM the Verification tting

Flow 11 qUx eAzt types of revise an-/or tasts are to be
CM&C to insre ovmr-al1 system integrity:

1. PFnciaal uizr-',m e Testinq - this irsure that the
deign mets the functiaa r, i 1s.

2. A=ral-, Twetin - this insures that the design
operates przperly under abn=:ma1-d coditicrs.

3. system Pnxkcy -view/Ttirx; - this enses that g
design practice wa utilized in the design and
iqpl~etaticn of critical areas of the system. *
item cred within this secticon reqiire the internals
of the system design and i:•pementation to be analyzed in
detail.

4. Specific Nan-Maddrm Interface testiM - this insures
that the op.rator interface utilized to modify the
systa's data-base performs properly under r:mal-ucde
and abr,==ij-ce data-eriwry mequers. Mis is a
critical area reirlzq special attention due to the
l npact an the softare of the system-level informticn
•tih can be mdifie d via this Interface.

Mw functicnal rigiremnts and akrxnal- tastim phases
of Validation utilize a black-bcoc systems aproach uhile the
Systm ftudemcy ftviewýtlq phase u=asizes the nee to
understand the ir*Arnal cprations and interactions within
tue .yftm.

6.2.2 Tcp Ievel Funcxticnal d

2MeM flriatiaal r-irwmn ser.ve as the basis for
identifyiq the tests that mist be coducted during the

2eValidatinZ~ia "i - ft-ISM U

wallists of the following utqap:

1. 1xtiawal zeq dzuCita odticri

MWu tep-1we functional me~zwt ust be
decamoed into detailed mib-ruqaiiremwits. For each
sub-requiranent, a test or a series of tests oxt be
identified and perfamd to irns= that the specific
m-reqrmet is satisifisd.
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Some msb-requixunnts are fairly general so it is
iqortant that the same individual that perform the
d€~zuosition also provides the interpretation as to
the type of tst whtd nust be =muted to insure that
the ,ib-re.dxrnnt in ,mt.

2. Validatian test proo s gemneation

Owe the d psition has ourrsd, the specifics of
the test(s) nust be defined in test prooizral forn
suc that it (they) cn be =auted d•.ng validation

3. Validation test Om ±io (Refer to Sotian 7.3)

7he detailed tests per the Validation test pzvocbnes
mit be ord•tad by a Vali.Atin Test Tenidcian and
the reults mist be reviee by the Validation t
Enginer.

Eachi functional sub-requirnnt nu.t be uniquely
identified. 7he test pro re generated to test each
SPb-requrent mist be -o -i.in.ly identifie for ease
of c=•s-refereng.

6.2.4 Abzla-*•destfrg

Dr~ir this Phiase of Validation the fArcticnal reqmwts
are revied to define a series of abrml canditions
undericd the yt=an t utqperate Properly witht results
in or csming anry or detr tal aci .

7e Validatian abnoel tsting pIase CMist of the
fo~llowt stais:

2fl tP-levefl Zxwi~i~l requirments uxst be revised
to identIfy detailed abnnaml-ude conditions. 7e
type of test that nust be Cdted to execzis the
Ystm under each abrzzal-mde om-itian uxt also bedefined,

2. Validation tent proce ger•atimn

or, the decomositia has = , the specifim of
the test(s) not be defined in test prODaI form
such that it (the) can he wnda.ted duzring Validationi
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3. Validatin test e tio (Refer to Section 7.3)

7he detailed tests per the test prooecws m --t be
cx-tted by a Valicati4 n Test Tehnician and the
results mist b reviewed by the Validation Tst
Dgiqeer.

Each abo-,:mle =rdition mist be uniquely identified.
2e test proze gwruated to test each sib-re~dremnt
ist be %,6xrenIirqly identified for ease of

cross-referw.in.

6.*2.*5 System Pzr.derxy FArdw/Tufting

During this pase of Validaticn, the ytn design and
iUplemzntaticn is analyzed and reviewed gainst the *Syftm
ri-dercy Chekcist't . fl* syste mit be evaluated against

this dJclist to irm~e that goo eqineering practi has
been followe.

7h Syftm ftuiezxy Cuk-ist aresse the folliirqg citica
design areas:

" Firmware p?!gr stora

" Iata-base 1nforz ti=• utoge

" Mal~tiple-Tmooesor shared nwoy adieb~

" Data-link oriented sys'te architectuze

s ystem tie syndIzudzatif

nmt of these it.dz co nvt relate diectly to a fuctional
zejaire t •or to a sarim of funtional ts

risthe Izme of integrated system integrity.
7.0 E•E mT, VER.•TIO•C AMD VATk= CFA O=N

DurIM the system deign proos, two indepaentu fwrcioia will be
utilized: m for dwveloqzeit, and oe for verification. fhe softare
develcpmet perocrl receive the S"tm eign Specification, girazte
the Sofbare Design s ifictiar, and then designs, dvelcs, tests,
and doammnts the cod. ma verification persorml rsoaive the released
c and its dckumtaticn, perfin the zeqaired zuvia.. and test as
dictated by the Software Verification Leml within the Verification
Matrx and produe a VerifiCatUM Tet A t (VMy).

This type of organlticm has several advanta . u 7 me of tw
ir'-eper i I en tities iTitr•.X diversity to the ProC s of softmIAegene-ation and redi.s the proability of undtected erz-s.
benefit is &hat saxh a forms the designer to produc mificient
and igous dommttion befoe werification can take place.
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Funtional 1Iwýe der1e is es•eetial to achieve tese gals. In
partioilar, the wo fuctins will have searate lead enginmers. Note
that the devell•mpnt persomnel submits the c for verifiction only
afte~r the devel'; ~t teo= has cxnf i rm the cod to its sat isfaction.ErTz discoered ( ing) during the develope phase test-i arenot required to be d=zw*Aod by the verification wjimxexs.

he use of the above procdr does not preclude the po•sibility that
the developer of one w le may be the verifier of a different xale, as
lon as that perso did not participat, in the design or coding of themle being verified.
7.1 Development Activity•

7he cositicn of the development team is dpedent un thefunctions that are required to be perfand by the tem. 7ypial
terc iticmw inc.lude the following:

7.1.1 Cief Programmer

7his is the teom software leader uo is zespm lble for the
softare tehnicl matters. 7he duties of the Cluef
Pragammr irclud:

a. Sofbare esign speciflcation

"fluchief proa has the responsibility for the
developnt of the Software Design Spifictions, %Iici
are based an the Systeim Deign Specification~.

b. Architecture

Global decisiona an the uttbjre of the sofbare,
dciiticn and data base are -aid by the chief

C. nirg

Some critical sectior of the prog-ms (bth in tma of
imortanceand om leity) ca be ced by the chief

d. GWral

2he hief pr gr mupevises the mlt of the tea in

7.1.2 Prý mzýl

It is anticipated that there vill be mr than one rar,
ard that at least mne pro r winl function as a back-jp
to the d yef ogr . Meu pm"rs' tasks are to
develop the code for ,odles ard/ar ab-syutars as directed
by the Software Design Speificaticrn.
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7.2 Verification Activity

he fttions of the verification tamu are as follows:

7.2.1 Chief Verifier

Tom leader %ho is ruop ible for all techical matters. 7he
&±ies of the Chief Verifier include:

a. Reviwt Design R a ets and Spsif ications
reielved fr= the development erqineer for cap•etems and
rMbiigzity. (7his review may be performd by ather

qjalified izdivi&al io is n of the design area
bein reviewed.)

b. teview the Softwm Design Spwificaticra rgoeived from the
developent engineer for leteress and uxwbiguity.

C. Revie, verifier's Softiamre Test Specificatins for
coupleteness.

d. Oversee verification of critical .ectins in the software.

o. S&Azvise and co lt with the verification team.

f. Rrew Test Rqwt

7.2.2 Verifiers

a. Perform surc code n d zeview Softwa Design
-S- -ifications.

b. Write Sofbz ¶ st pecificatias.

c. a.m tsts on atx rapm, aes and units.

d. Write tot repts.

7.2.3 Librarian Pwctio

7he Lbr•arian perfo the following & in the
of the Verification Softwm Library:

a. Bezu; wible for the storae and ccnfigLratin cotrol of
the cpter mftwom beng verified as foUio.:

(1) Mbta i ±oh ±is of eac sotbam elint
(i.e. unit, mfle, mupro ) within the ,•p.ter
SofbM Dam' ire (GB)
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(2) Wfore pr des for software and
d~omntation changes during rverifiation
effort

(3) VAJntaIs configuration m 1 of the

b. Citra1s the t'arittal of ampker softre to
Oftharized peruczuu wa1y

C. Enzsure no UmtiwdS dhas or to the CSB

7.3 Validation in&t-imbi

7hu funtios of the Va~lidatcs are as fo1lows:

7.3.1 Chief Verifier

a. Mdinate total Validation prog-

b. Revi•w Validation testin results and ,riUe final

C. &Puvie and =lt with the validators

7.3.2 F•'.'tional Paquirments e (cpti nal/Qef
Verifier)

a. CID=dimt. Val1dation of a upsific area

b. Review fwrctinal dec ositian for letess and
&uacy (this review my be perfmmed by arother
qualified individual %u is iJlp•dent of the
design area being reviewed)

7.3.3 Iad Validator (tiowra•a/def verifier)

a. C~rirgts Valdiatiaoa of a speific are

b. Moiw ivcznctnal d u iticm for apetmas anid
a acy (this reviw may be peomed by another
qualified individual wh is ir~xutof the deign
ari being ruviand)

c. view mWd 'M tfst proe Vs fmctianal
fsmmt test Pieficatin to izre test

Prodre is te, tat

d. Alaul with the i~brarian,, irnszur that perq vified
cae is beinm validated
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7.3.4 Validation Test Enginer

a. Write ValTation test prookzes

b. Overe Validation testing and MAW test esults

c. Genrate Validaton Timuble PAe ts

7.3.5 Librarian

a. Cordinate with the aiief Verifier/Lea•d Validatr(s)
and/or Validation test En•ineers to insuz that
prar verified ode is being val"Iatad.

b. C=XdLnAte diuwinatio of Validation troble

:Lrt to the at design wqirer.

7.3.6 Validatiron Tst TOhdmi&cn

a. Nrfor• Val~ieti•n tests under dirtectin of the
Validation Test Enginer

b. Do et test xresuts
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FIGURE 2
DESIGN, VERIFICATION. AND VALIDATION PROCESS
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SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCESS

TABLE I

FORMAL LIBRARY

- Code Maintenance.
- Documentation Maintenance
- Report (TR & CL) Maintenance
- Verification Results

- PROM Files (Hex & Checksum)

- Impact Analysis Results

- V&V Tools Documentation

- V&V Procedures Manual

VERIFICATION TESTING

- Documentation Review
- Source Code Review

- Unit Testing

Structural (5.4.4.2 Criteria)

Functional

- Trouble Reports

- Clarification Reports

- Impact Analysis

Verification Level

Level I Level 2

X X

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x
x x

x x

x Indicates item will be performed on all software procedures.

Manual Structural Testing vill be performed if 1]
conditions of the 5.4.4.2 Criteria are satisfied;
computer emulation will be used otherwise.

* Review of functional test results performed by designer.
Refer to section 5.3.1.3.
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